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Notes
The preview code supplied is at a pre-alpha stage and as such should not be judged as 
representative of final code. 

Areas yet to be addressed include, but are not exclusive to: lighting, camera work (positioning
and movement), final effects (such as effects from car and environment collisions), balancing 
and tuning (such as delivery times, commodity prices and profits, bonus rewards), animation 
tuning and blending, and bug fixing.

Both the intro and opening cut scene are not included in the current build.

Cheats
Go to the Main Menu and press the Y or O button, then:

Enter "MISSIONS" to access all missions.

Enter "PJ" to pay off the next juror.

Enter "MONEY" to get $100,000,000.
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Previously on Big Mutha Truckers…
For you folks joinin’ us late, well, I gotta say, you sure missed out on a whole heap of fun!  
See, Ma Jackson, the proprietor of Hick State County’s biggest haulage company, Big Mutha 
Truckers, she decided she’d had herself ‘bout enough of all this runnin’ around an’ workin’ fer 
a livin’ an’ so she told her kids she was gonna retire…

But seein’ as how the company was worth a whole stack of bucks, Ma couldn’t just leave it to 
one of her kids… Least not with out ‘em provin’ they was worthy!  So that’s when Ma hit ‘pon 
the idea of the Trial by Truckin’, where her four kids was told to go make as much of the 
foldin’ green stuff as they could in 60 days.  An’ whoever made the most money, why, they’d 
wind up as sole proprietor of the company!

An’ at the end of the 60 days, the Jackson kids – that’s Bobbie-Sue, Cletus, Rawkus an’ Earl 
– they came home to their Momma with a whole stack of bills between ‘em.  But which one’d 
raised the most an’ was gonna take over the company?

That’s somethin’ we’ll never know, ‘cause the sheriff an’ his men showed up just as Ma was 
gonna make herself an announcement an’ they done arrested her!  Seems she was guilty of 
tax evasion, 7,973 parkin’ violations, 232 counts of lewd conduct, a bunch of health and 
safety abuses and six counts of being a comedy stereotype!

So  Ma was dragged off to the Mayor Lewis P. Runsacker Penal Correction Centre to await 
her trial an’ all the money the kids had raised was seized by the sheriff’s department as 
evidence!

Thing is, Ma Jackson’s sly as a fox an’ twice as crazy, so she’s hit ‘pon an idea – bribe the 
jurors in her case an’ get ‘em to find her Not Guilty!  ‘Course, she’s in the big house, so she 
ain’t got no way of gettin’ to those jury fellas…  But her kids has…

So this is Ma’s plan – one of the kids is gonna find the jury members an’ see how much cash 
they want to find her Not Guilty.  An’ then make it the Jackson way – by buyin’ an’ sellin’ loads
from around the County!

‘Course, since Hurricane Monica blew into town, the whole County’s in a state of confusion.  
An’ the fact that the sheriff’s got his eye on the Jacksons don’t help none…  An’ then there’s 
reports of some weird lights in the sky down by Bupkiss an’ even as far as Skeeter’s Creek… 
An’ of course, the Death Riders o’ Satan bein’ in town for their annual Biker Menace Festival 
ain’t gonna make life too easy, neither…

But Ma’s best hope lies with you makin’ enough money to save her…  

So git!
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Controller
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Press Start Screen
Following the production credits and intro, you are presented with the Press Start Screen.  If 
you do not press the Start Button, a rolling demo will begin.  Pressing the Start Button during 
this demo will return you to the Press Start Screen.

Press the Start Button to begin the game.

Game Profiles
If this is your first time playing the game, you will need to create a new Game Profile.  Select 
the “New Profile” option.  The Profile is where your game data is saved.  

Note that your progress is saved automatically during the game.

If you have a previously saved Big Mutha Truckers II game data Profile, you may load it at 
this point by selecting the Load Profile Option and selecting it from the list of saved Profiles

When you create a New Profile, the next stage is to select your Character.
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Choose Character Screen

Main Menu
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Bobbie-Sue Jackson
Bobbie-Sue is Ma’s only Girly-Boy Child (i.e. daughter.)  
But don’t let her cute exterior and curvaceous charms 
fool you – Bobbie-Sue is as tough and resourceful as her 
brothers…

Cletus Jackson
When they were handing out brains, it’s not so much that 
Cletus thought they said “trains” and asked for a small, 
slow one, but rather that he wasn’t paying any attention 
at all and was too busy trying to unstick his finger from 
his nostril to notice…  Still, his heart is in the right place, 
and his enthusiasm makes up for what he lacks in 
intelligence, good looks, charm, sophistication, education,
smarts, dress-sense, experience and wisdom…

Earl Jackson
Earl likes pie, beer, womenfolk (so long as they get 
nekkid), guns, fried food and doing as little as possible.  

An America free from Communists, hippies, beatniks, 
fancy deodorants, non-fattening food and “uppity 
womenfolk” is what Earl dreams of.  Frequently, as he 
spends most of his off-duty time sleeping…

Rawkus K. Jackson
Rawkus is, quite possibly, the coolest man alive.  Heck, 
there’s no “possibly” about it!  Or so he tells everybody.  
Cool, laidback and slow to anger, Rawkus is a big hit with
the ladies and has plenty of “special sweethearts” around
the County…



Enter Name Screen
Once you’ve selected your Character, you’ll be prompted to enter your name.

Enter your name and you’ll be taken to the Main Menu Screen.

Main Menu Screen

Trial By Trucking
Trial By Trucking is the main game mode of Big Mutha Truckers II.  Here you take on the role 
of one of Ma’s 4 kids and are charged with raising enough cash to bribe the jurors on her 
case by buying and selling various commodities around the county, plus taking on special 
missions and other money-making schemes.  

Trial By Trucking begins with Ma explaining her circumstances and charging you with the task
of raising the cash to bribe her jurors.  Ma will keep an eye on your progress and – when she 
needs to – contact you via her old CB (just don’t ask how she managed to smuggle that into 
jail!)

Unfortunately, finding the Jurors isn’t such an easy task – Ma knows the location of the first 
one, but beyond that, you’ll have to hunt out the others for yourself.  Armed with the location 
of the juror and a few bucks, you head on your way…

But as you’re about to pull away, there’s an almighty explosion!  A group of convicts are 
breaking out of jail and heading your way, looking for a ride into town!  Well, why not?  Their 
money is as good as anybody else’s! 

The convicts climb aboard your rig, and you’re off!  Just get them to Skeeter’s Creek safely, 
avoid the cops and you’ll do fine!

Mission Mode
Mission Mode allows you to replay any of the Special Missions you have unlocked in Trial By 
Trucking Mode.
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Initially a small number of missions are available in this mode, but more will appear as you 
play through Trial By Trucking mode.

Options
Here you may adjust various options including Sound and Control options, plus view the 
production Credits.

Exit Profile
Select this option if you wish to change to a different Game Profile. 

The Sat Nav Map
Finding your way around Hick State County can be a daunting task, so your rig is equipped 
with a handy, new-fangled Sat Nav system that will guide you to your destination.  Located at 
the bottom left of your display, this handy device highlights the current route, so it’s simply a 
matter for following the highlighted route and you’ll arrive safely at your destination!

Ma has pre-programmed your Sat Nav to lead you to Skeeter’s Creek – the place the convicts
wish to be taken to and, as luck would have it, the location of one of Ma’s jurors.  Simply 
follow the Sat Nav’s instructions, avoid the sheriff’s men (and any other hazards en route) and
you’ll be in Skeeter’s Creek in no time!

Later in the game your Sat Nav is used to select destinations and Delivery Bonuses, plus give
feedback on the best place to sell your load. 

The Cops
The local law enforcement agencies of Hick State County are the envy of corrupt departments
across the world and they’re bound to take an interest in your activities.  Not because of your 
wrongdoings, but because there could be a handsome cut in it for them!

When the cops show up, your best course of action is to try to outrun them.  Be warned, 
though, that as the chase progresses, so the level of challenge will rise, with more cars and 
even special units joining in the chase.

The Cop-O-Meter
When you break the law, the cops will become interested in you.  Shoot, they’re interested 
most of the time, as there could be a healthy kickback in it for them, but when you step over 
the line, that’s when they swoop into action.  And you’ll know when they’re pursuing you, as 
the Cop-O-Meter appears.

An arrow on the Cop-O-Meter indicates your current status:  the further into the Caught Zone 
the arrow moves, the closer to being captured you are.  As it moves into the Escape Zone, so 
you evade capture.  

The closer the police car is to you, the faster the display moves into the Caught Zone.  Should
you out-distance the police, the Cop-O-Meter begins to “reverse”, and move into the Escape 
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Zone.  To evade arrest you must either reach your destination before the police can ID you, 
outdistance the cops to such a degree as to “reverse” the Cop-O-Meter to the point that it 
reaches the extreme end of the Escape Zone or disable the cop vehicles by ramming them 
with your truck.  Conversely, should the arrow reach the extreme end of the Caught Zone, you
will be arrested…

The City Interface
Once you enter one of Hick State County’s 6 major settlements (see below for details) you’ll 
be presented with the City Interface.  Each City offers the same basic amenities:  

The Store
Select this option when you have a load you wish to sell or if you wish to purchase a 
commodity or two.  Additionally, if you wish to purchase an Upgrade for your truck, the Store 
is the place to visit.  

The Store Interface offers three initial options: Buy, Sell and Upgrade.

Buy
Use this option when you want to buy a commodity.  Note that you must have room in your 
trailer to accommodate a purchase and – of course – you must be able to afford the 
commodity in question.

As you scroll through the commodities on offer, notice that the STOCK quantity changes as 
you view each.  This indicates the quantity of the commodity currently in stock at this location.
The higher this value (obviously) the more of that commodity is held by the store.  However, a
lower value indicates fewer units of that commodity – in other words, it’s rare.  And, as we 
know, rare things tend to be more expensive…  So when buying, look for commodities that 
have low demand at this location and have high stockpiles, as you’ll get a better deal on them
than you would a rarer, more in-demand product.  Conversely, you’ll get a better price for your
imported commodity in a location that has few units of it in stock.
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In addition, to further assist you the Icon for each commodity includes a rating based upon the
price of that item at this location compared to the rest of the County.  There are five possible 
levels:

Deal of the Day This commodity is cheap!  You should make a healthy profit if you 
sell this elsewhere!

Bargain! This commodity’s price is lower here than most places. Your profit 
margins won’t be so high with this commodity but it should still make 
you money elsewhere.

Average An average priced commodity.  You could transport it elsewhere but 
you run the risk of making little or no profit on it.

Risky This commodity is cheaper elsewhere and you’ll lose money if you 
sell it in another City.

Overpriced The price here is over-the-top for this commodity.  If you buy this 
commodity you will lose money if you sell it elsewhere. 

You should also note that a number of Illegal Goods are for sale here.  These goods may be 
traded around the County, but you should know that dealing in Illegal Goods is a sure fire way
to wind up with a criminal record and they will attract the attention of the local police.  The 
benefit of carrying Illegal Goods is that you carry them in your cab – as opposed to your trailer
– so they don’t take up any of your precious cargo space…  Because of this, however, you 
may only ever purchase one Illegal Commodity at a time and you are limited to carrying one 
“unit” until you sell it elsewhere.

Select whichever commodity you wish to purchase then using your up and down controls, you
may adjust the Purchase Quantity value (providing the commodity you’re purchasing is not an
Illegal one) – in other words, choose how many “units” of that commodity you wish to 
purchase.  This is, of course, restricted by both your truck’s capacity and your cash balance…

Note: there are three basic types of trailer in the game: Flatbed, Refrigerated and Tanker.  
Should you attempt to buy a commodity of the “wrong” type for your current trailer (for 
example, you have a Flatbed and attempt to buy a liquid, which requires a Tanker) you will be
offered the chance to purchase a new trailer as part of the deal.  If your “old” trailer has a 
commodity aboard, you will also be offered the opportunity to sell it as part of the trade-in.

Sell
When you have one or more commodities you wish to sell, select the Sell option to view your 
cargo inventory.  Now select the commodity you wish to sell and you will be prompted to 
select how many units of the commodity you wish to sell (defaulting to the maximum.)  You 
may adjust the amount using your left and right controls, before settling upon your final 
selection.

Upgrade
Each Store carries a selection of Upgrades for your rig.  Installing an Upgrade offers a 
permanent improvement in performance, be it acceleration, top speed or cargo space.

To purchase an Upgrade, select the Upgrade option and the available parts will be listed, 
together with their price.  Simply select the Upgrade you wish to install and – if you have 
enough cash – it will be fitted to your rig.

The Bar
Bars are the centre of communal life in Hick State County, so they’re always the best place to 
check for trading tips, pick up Special Missions, track down Jurors or even play a Casino 
Videogame.  
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Whenever you enter a Bar you’ll be able to do the following:

Speak to Bar Person
Select this option to approach the person working here.  They’ll engage you in a short 
conversation then give you some trading tips, some advice or – if you’re lucky – offer you a 
Special Mission.  Special Missions are single “one-off” events where you’re given the 
opportunity to make a lot of cash by performing a task for somebody.

When a Special Mission is available, the Help Wanted Icon appears beside both the Visit The 
Bar and – once inside – the Speak to Barperson options.  Speak to the Barperson and you 
will be given an introduction to the Mission.  You may then elect to Accept or Decline.  

Note that if you attempt a Mission and fail it, you cannot retry it until it becomes available 
again later in the game.

Play Casino Videogame
If you feel like taking a break from trading and driving, you could try playing one of the Casino 
Videogames in the local bars.  Each city has its own unique game. 

Speak to Juror
If a Juror is present, this option becomes available.  Select the option and you’ll approach the 
Juror.  If it’s the first time you’ve spoken, they’ll introduce themselves and – after wrestling 
their morals – tell you how much cash they require.  Once you have the cash, return to them 
and select the option again to pay them off.

Note that Jurors are not a permanent fixture and will leave or appear at a bar depending how 
far through the game you’ve progressed.

Leave
Select this option when you’ve finished your business in the City.

When you leave the City, your Sat Nav will activate.  This handy geegaw is not only a route 
planner, but also doubles-up as a “World Information” system, allowing you to check prices for
your current load, see the location of Jurors and more.

As you scroll through the locations, so you’ll see the Worth of your current load – as an 
average if you’re carrying multiple commodities – change, indicating the best place to take 
your load to make the best average price.

In addition, any dangers en route are highlighted
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Select the location you wish to take your cargo to and you’ll now be asked to set your Delivery
Bonus Time.  Delivery Bonuses are awarded for successfully reaching your chosen 
destination within the designated time limit.

Three Bonus options are available:

Truck Me Tender Gives the most time to reach the destination but – naturally – also 
gives the lowest Delivery Bonus cash value.

 
Truck Me This is the “middle ground” – the designated time is less than that of 

the above Setting, but the cash value is higher.

Truck Me Hard Here you’re given the shortest amount of time to make the delivery, 
but the cash Bonus is much larger.

As you scroll over each, the Delivery Bonus Settings update to display the allocated time and 
the cash Bonus.  Select the level you feel most comfortable competing at and you’ll leave 
town.  Note: as this is your first run, it is suggested you take the “Truck Me Tender” Bonus, as
this will give you longer to reach your destination.  Once you’re more confident, you may try 
another Bonus.

Note that should you fail to make it to your destination within the designated Time, your Cash 
Bonus will begin to drop, so to claim the full Bonus, you must arrive before the timer runs out!

In addition, if you decide to stop at a different location to that which you selected from the Sat 
Nav, you will not be given a Delivery Bonus.

Sub-Traders
A number of “Sub-Traders” are also available in the game.  These pioneering spirits are 
traders who’ve gone into business outside of Hick State County’s major settlements (mainly 
due to tax reasons.)

Sub-Traders offer a smaller range of goods when compared to “normal” Stores, but what they
lack in quantity they make up for in cheap prices, so if you’re passing, it may be worth your 
time to check out their wares.

The Sub-Trader Interface behaves in a near-identical manner to that of the Store, the 
difference being that Upgrades are not available here.

At the beginning of the game, only a limited number of Sub-Traders are available, but as you 
progress more will become available as Ma tips you off about their existence.  Note that until 
you have been “introduced”, you cannot trade with a new Sub-Trader.
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Driving in Hick State County
As you make your way to your destination, you may run across various hazards, obstacles 
and good-for-nothings who will want to take your cargo from you, get in your way or just 
generally ruin your day! 
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Flying Saucers
A number of mysterious objects have been seen circling around
various cities in Hick State County.  Be on the lookout of these 
strange UFOs and if they start emitting transporter beams, 
move out of their way before they can establish a lock-on!

Bikers
Hick State County is home to some of the meanest, toughest, 
sons-of-guns on two wheels.  So if you happen to come across 
a gang of Bikers, don’t be surprised if they decide to “lighten” 
your load…  When that happens, the best course of action is to 
shake your trailer and attempt to dislodge the Biker before he 
can reach your load, otherwise your profit margins could be 
substantially reduced!

Cops
Loyal.  Upstanding. Defenders of the public interest.  These are
just a few words you’d be considered insane if you used to 
describe the Sheriff’s department of Hick State County.  Corrupt
and self-interested, the police in Hick State County are not to 
be messed with.  If you run into them, keep running…

Truck It!  Rival Trucks
Truck It! Inc, a rival trucking company, are known to operate on 
the same routes as Big Mutha Truckers, Inc, and when the two 
encounter each other, there’s always fireworks!

The Truck It! Rivals like to throw items from the rear of their 
rigs, in the hope of incapacitating your rig.  Some of the stuff 
they throw out is actually rather valuable, so it’s worth trying to 
catch that.  Just don’t try to catch their explosive barrels… 

Missile Trucks
Everybody in Hick State County loves explosives, so you may 
often spot smugglers running a lucrative trade in missiles!  Be 
warned that impact with the “merchandise” can – surprisingly! - 
trigger a large explosion, so take care when in their proximity! 



Additionally, you may also come across some other “interesting” events and people…
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Hobos
These self-styled “gentlemen of the road” will reward you with a Hobo 
Bonus if you help them on their journey.  Where are they going?  Who
knows!  Just take them further along the road and they’ll be happy!

Simply drive into their Action Circle at slow speeds and they’ll hop 
onto your trailer.  However, as they’ve been consuming the local 
moonshine, they’re not very steady on their feet, so you may have to 
adjust your driving to accommodate them…  So avoid sharp turns and
unexpected lane-changes and – if need be – correct your course to 
help them stay on your rig!

Repair Trucks
If your rig has sustained a lot of damage, its performance will be 
affected.  The only way to fix your rig is to locate a Repair Truck and 
persuade the driver to repair your rig (i.e. smash into him.)

Nitro  Trucks
If you’ve exhausted your Nitro Supply (from your Nitro Upgrade) you 
can top it up by… borrowing… some fuel from a Nitro Truck.  To do 
so, simply “persuade” the driver and your tank will refill!

 

Grounded UFOs
A number of strange flying discs have been seen around the County.  
Should you locate one on the ground, keep an eye open for discarded
alien technology!  Run into it and the yummy radioactive goodness of 
the UFO’s dropped technology will bestow some temporary special 
abilities to your rig…

Speed Cameras
In an effort to maintain order in Hick State County, the local police 
have set up a number of speed traps, recording the top speed of the 
passing traffic.  Of course, the locals have responded well to this 
measure and will reward anybody who manages to break this record! 
So if you see a speed camera, speed up and see if you can reach a 
faster speed than previously seen!



Time Bonuses
Time was first introduced into Hick State County in 1973 and was a big hit with the locals, 
who used it to measure the passage of their lives and schedule appointments.  

If your Delivery Bonus Time is running low you’ll need to earn a Time Bonus.  By smashing 
the homes of the locals, you’ll distract them from your tardiness, thus giving you a few extra 
seconds to reach your destination.

Crash Cash Bonuses
The producers of hit TV show, “Hick State County’s Craziest Drivers” are always on the 
lookout for exciting footage and will pay cash bonuses to any driver caught on film performing 
crazy, dangerous or down-right insane manoeuvres!  Their biggest payouts are made to 
drivers who… encourage… accidents and this is where the Crash Cash Bonus comes into 
play!  Smash into a vehicle to begin a “chain” of crashes.  Hit a subsequent vehicle – without 
having another one pass you or escape – and you’ll receive a Double Dang Damage Bonus.  
But hit a third, fourth or even fifth and you’ll really give them some exciting footage!  By 
performing “combos” of destruction, you’ll soon be reeling in the cash and become an 
(in)famous TV star!

Parking Challenge Bonuses
Once you arrive at your destination, you’ll be offered the chance to complete a Parking 
Challenge and receive a Bonus.  You see, the warehousemen of the local traders don’t 
particularly enjoy their jobs and would much rather pay somebody to deliver their loads as 
close as possible to their destination, so if you can complete the Parking Challenge, they’ll 
reward you for doing their job for them!

To qualify for the Parking Challenge Bonus, simply park your rig in the designated Parking 
Bay.  However, it’s not as easy as it sounds, as there are various hazards around the Bay you
must avoid hitting, otherwise your Bonus will be reduced.  And, just to make it more fun, 
you’ve only a limited period of time to reach the Parking Bay if you wish to receive the reward.

Complete the Challenge and you’ll be given a cash reward.

Completing the Game
To ensure Ma’s freedom, you must locate the Jurors she instructs you to find and bribe each 
one in turn.  Once you bribe a Juror, they will reveal the location of the next Juror, so it would 
be a sensible move to go to wherever they tell you to go! 

There are 6 Jurors – one in each town, conveniently – that you must locate.  If you can bribe 
them all, you will ensure Ma’s safe release…
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Locations

Skeeter’s Creek
A real old-timey backwater of woodlands and fields, the residents of Skeeter’s Creek enjoy 
nothing more than sitting on their porches and chewing the fat, raising cattle and marrying 
their cousins.  It could be described as a “one horse town.”  Except they shot the only horse 
they ever saw for being a “weird lookin’ cow.”

Skeeter’s Creek is a farming community specialising in the rearing of livestock, plus dairy 
produce such as milk and cheese.

Just don’t laugh at the locals’ misshapen heads or drooling, as Skeeter’s Creek is the proud 
Feudin’ Capital of the County…

The Slaughterhouse Bar and Grill
When you’re in town looking for good food, good company and a welcoming atmosphere, you
could do worse than visit the Slaughterhouse Bar and Grill.  But not much worse.  Converted 
from a slaughterhouse and retaining a charming “charnel house of animal butchery” 
atmosphere, the bar is the stop-off point for many an escaped convict, crazed biker and 
rampaging redneck. But they do have live music (and live food) so that’s a plus…

“Red” is the proprietor of this fine establishment.  A former biker and convict, Red has turned 
his back on his evil ways, all thanks to the love his woman, Brandy.  Just don’t give “Red” any
sass, otherwise you’ll find out just what it feels like to be force-fed an entire bar stool.

The Skeeter’s Creek Vittles and Provisions Store
Building a shack in the middle of nowhere for grubby, obscure and probably illegal purposes? 
Prospecting for dirt in the nearby dirt fields?  Then you’ll need supplies!  And vittles!  
Nobody’s sure what “vittles” are these days, but you sure need ‘em!  Well, thankfully you can 
find both at the Skeeter’s Creek Vittles and Provisions Store.

Store clerk Cousin Junior Jackson has been forced to take a leave of absence from pursuing 
his career as a Pro Wrassler and so is minding the place for his Ma and Pa.  As they’re his 
kin, he’s always pleased to see any of Ma’s kids, but be warned that his memory isn’t all it 
used to be following years of abuse in the ring.

Capital City
At the other end of the spectrum from Skeeter’s Creek, Capital City is a thriving, bustling 
metropolis of offices, residential apartment buildings and industrial production centres.  

Sirens
A former firehouse turned “gentlemen’s club,” Sirens is the domain of Suki, a student of 
Quantum Mechanics at Capital City U who’s funding her way through college by working in 
this club. Suki is a useful contact to have because she knows most of the customers at 
Sirens, as half of them are her college tutors!

PanGlobaComBrokServ, Inc.
PanGlobaComBrokServ, Inc is a dynamic, proactive and thrusting corporation that deals in 
virtually everything.  It’s the headquarters of JB Hackensack, entrepreneur, business genius 
and multiple-time divorcee.  JB thinks fast, speaks fast and acts fast.  “Get in, make your 
money, get out.  You should remember that,” as he often shouts from his office window at 
passers by…

Greenback
Greenback is the Party Capital of Hick State County – the City of Night!  Gambling isn’t so 
much legal as positively mandatory in Greenback.  And it’s known throughout the state as 
THE place to be for a good time!  Come for the 99c Shrimp Cup, stay for the extensive bowel 
surgery!
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The Viper’s Nest
Away from the glitzy, tacky neon and showy flashing lights you’ll find The Viper’s Nest, a 
throwback to the early days of Greenback and a more refined, quieter establishment for those
who enjoy cool jazz, good company and organising mob hits…

Following a defaulted upon payment from a local bar owner, Vinnie Di Marco found himself in 
possession of the deeds to a drinking establishment and, as he’d become disillusioned with 
the Loan Sharking racket, instead rose to this new challenge and took over the newly 
renamed Viper’s Nest.  Of course, that’s not to say Vinnie is pure as the driven snow, but at 
least now he can conduct his business in more comfortable surroundings…

The Movie Magic Mega Mall
Even celebrities have to shop, but where do they go when they need that vital six tonnes of 
tungsten steel, or that emergency bucket of hog snouts?  Why, they go to The Movie Magic 
Mega Mall!

Now you too can experience what it’s like to be a celebrity shopper as your host Todd (a 
“resting” actor) regales you with stories from tinsel town, shares celebrity gossip and 
introduces you to the Movie Magic Mega Mall Shopping Experience!

Salt Sea City
A bustling seaport, Salt Sea City is popular with lowlifes looking for some cheap action and 
sailors looking for cheap grog.   A fishing community as well as a port, Salt Sea City is home 
to some of the least mutated Monkfish in the county.  Salt Sea City imports a variety of goods 
and has a high demand for locally produced commodities, which are shipped out to sea and 
thrown overboard by traders with no understanding of commerce.

The Lucky Pierre Showboat and Discotheque
The Lucky Pierre Showboat and Discotheque is the place to come if you’re a sailor in town 
looking for a good time!  Or if you’re in town for a time and looking for a good sailor, then 
you’re just as lucky!  It’s a non-stop party at the Lucky Pierre!

And who’s your host with the most?  It’s none other than Larry, the inventor of some of the 
tastiest cocktails this side of Bangkok.  So if you’re looking for a Hot Gargler, a Purple Prober 
or a Western Handshake, why not pop in and say “hello?”  Larry will make you more than 
welcome, as he loves catching up with his old – and new – friends!

The Volga Capitalist (100% Legitimate Import/Export Business)
Times have changed for “Bronco” Boris Ivanov.  A former auto dealership owner in 
Greenback, Boris finally made it into the big time, following a mysterious shipment to his 
family in Omsk…  Ohio.  Good old Boris, as American as a “Yankee-doodle apple pie,” finally 
made good!

With his mysterious newfound wealth, Boris has moved into a much more legitimate 
import/export business, where he imports all manner of useful items such as military-grade 
beetroot and ex-army pants.  Boris is always pleased to see his “trucking Tovarishes” and 
welcomes his “capitalist comrades” with open arms.

Clearview
Built upon the former site of Smokestack Heights, Clearview is a picturesque mountain retreat
and lumber region, popular with those who prefer their vacations a little more sophisticated 
than the glitzy tack of Greenback

Nature’s Garden Neo-Feminist Vegan Naturist Co-operative Exchange
If you’re looking for organic compost, natural plastics and eco-friendly toxins, then the 
Nature’s Garden has what you need!  And it’s probably made of nuts and twigs, too!
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Moon Krizwiecki, a former Financial Adviser, has set up – at her hippy parents’ request – a 
neo-feminist vegan naturist co-operative exchange.  Moon sells an assortment of useful, 
earth-friendly produce (such as organic crystal unicorn statues and granola-themed tarot 
cards) but – being a capitalist at heart – is willing to trade in virtually anything that comes her 
way.

The L’Amour Lodge
Looking to inject the romance back into your marriage?  Want to get away from it all with your 
partner?  Or are you looking for somewhere you can indulge your every fantasy, even the 
really strange ones about the PVC nurse outfit and the banana?  Then you should visit The 
L’Amour Lodge.

Chastity, a former diner waitress and “specialist” movie star, recently discovered some of her 
previous “works” were being sold in Europe and she wasn’t being paid royalties.  She 
invested her newfound cash into setting up the L’Amour Lodge, a “fantasy themed” motel for 
middle-aged couples and tourists looking to put some spice back into their marriage.  The 
L’Amour Lodge is a romantic place, with its beautiful gold and pink interiors, heart-shaped 
bathtubs and by-the-hour rates…

Bupkiss
The completion of Route 23 has opened up the former nuclear test facility turned town of 
Bupkiss to more trade and commerce.  Located in the picturesque, irradiated desert, Bupkiss 
is rich in various minerals and precious metals.  More importantly, though, it’s the UFO capital
of the county, with literally tens of people visiting every year hoping to capture shaky 
camcorder footage of lights in the sky – conclusive proof that aliens are among us!

Store – The Galaxy’s Greatest Store
Looking for a pair of Self-Raising Pants?  Or how about Electronic Shoes?  Then you need 
the Galaxy’s Greatest Store!  Here you’ll find everyday, mundane items along with fancy 
gizmos and groovy gadgets in a store that’s guaranteed to have something for the man with 
everything!

In charge of the operation is Colonel Mason a not-at-all covert operative with a hidden 
agenda.  Could there be some connection between the mysterious lights seen in the skies of 
Bupkiss and the Colonel’s store?  Call in and find out!

Bar – The Gray-V Train Diner
As Bupkiss attracts all manner of UFOlogists and weirdoes, it’s no wonder that Luanne, 
waitress at the Gray-V Train Diner, tries to capitalise on their obsession by selling “Sirius-ly 
Good Pancakes”, or declare her grits to be “outta this world!” 

Married 12 times, divorced 13 times and with 16 (or is it 17 kids?  She can never 
remember…) Luanne’s tales of woe are enough to make even the most suicidal sorts look at 
their life and think, “you know, maybe my lot ain’t so bad after all…”

Sub-Traders
A number of enterprising individuals have set up their own trading posts outside of the major 
cities.  Although they carry a lower stock level, they generally do have lower prices than their 
city-based competitors.

Initially you are limited as to which traders you may deal with, but more become available as 
the game progresses.  Note that you may only trade with a new Sub-Trader once Ma has 
informed you of their existence. 

Concepcion
Concepcion is a worker in the construction industry with a fixation with power tools.  If you can
handle this (and her sharp manner) you’ll find her dealing in a variety of different items and 
commodities.
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Big G Money Masta B
Big G is a wannabe gangster/rapper who would be quite convincing were it not for the fact his
real name is Bob-Bob McGill and his parents are siblings.  Still, look past his odd “youth 
speak” and you’ll find he has a variety of commodities he “liberates” from his storekeeper 
cousin – I mean “dawg” – Big B Money Maker G.

Miss Wilson
Miss Wilson is the Mayor’s Right Hand Woman and as such has access to all manner of 
“rare” items.  She’s also charged with raising funds for the Mayor’s office using whatever 
means available.  Unscrupulous, cold and positively evil, she has a promising future in 
politics…

Sergeant Kaplinski
Kaplinski is a US military officer who wheels and deals whatever she can get her hands on.  
She’s always interested in making a deal and has a network of people she 
begs/steals/borrows from to set up various transactions. 

Boxcar Hector
Hector is a hobo who sells various items he “liberates” from the back of a train and loves 
regaling people with his drunken crooning and tales of… things and… yeah…  with the… 
ah… spare a dime, pal?
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The Commodities

Legal Commodities

Standard Trailer
Hairy Hogs Mmm!  Them’s good eatin’!
Lumpy Fertiliser Farm fresh and ready to use!
Stinky Cheese Cheese does a body good!
Stiff Wood For all your lumber-construction related requirements!
Fancy Bottled Water For folks too snooty to drink regular brown water…
Land Potatoes The staple diet of every growin’ fella!
Fancy Pants For when Regular Pants just ain’t enough!
Handy Dynamite Explosions in stick-form!  Practical!
Fast Release Prunes To help shift those hard-to-budge foodstuffs…
Organic Buckshot Havin’ a feud?  Then you need Organic Buckshot!
One Handed Chainsaws Ideal for choppin’ things up AND down!
Rigid Girders For all your iron-construction related requirements!
Tin Ore Dull, but practical! 
Gold Style Ingots Shiny!
Art Movies For “art lovers” everywhere.
Sturdy Rocks For all your rock-related requirements!
Shiny Diamonds Shinier!
Electric Gizmos Bring meaning into your life with an Electric Gizmo!

Liquids Tanker
Classy Perfume Smell like a movie star!   Or a cheap floozy!
Swanky Champagne Celebrate in style!
Appetizing Magma Mmm… Hot AND Tasty!
Scented Pesticides Show those critters who the boss is!
Thick Oil The lifeblood of industry!
Fancy Chemicals Better than Regular Chemicals.

Refrigerated Trailer
Salty Caviar Live the high life by eating fish eggs!
Volatile Chemicals Explodium, Kaboomium and more!
Extra Young Veal Mmm… Tender…
Mildly Mutated Monkfish It’s only mildly mutated…  The extra fins give it more taste…
Transplant Organs Have a Heart and do your part!
Bull Milk Farmers get through this by the gallon!

Illegal Commodities
Endangered Furs So what if small animals died?  You’ll look a million dollars in 

fur!
Horse-Strength Tranquillisers Say “Goodbye” to sleepless nights!
Radioactive Gloop It’s the Gloop of 1001 uses!  All of them dangerous!
Secret Military Technology Guidance Systems, Camouflage and Stealth Pigs…
Stolen Car Parts I blame those street racing videogames, myself…
Banned Swanky Goods Goods so swanky, they’re banned…
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